Abstract. 2014 We show that the pressure broadening of the width 2 ~(4 V2 + (01270393)2) 
crossing signal (where V is the coupling between the anticrossing levels and 0393 the reciprocal of their lifetime) is caused by more than just the increase of 0393 by collisions. We find that the linewidth is given by 2 ~(4 V2 ab03B3/03B3 + (0127 ab03B3)2), where ab03B3/03B3 is the ratio of the effective relaxation times of the coherences to the populations of the anticrossing levels.
LE JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE -LETTRES TOME 37, JUIN 1976, Classification Physics 1. Introduction. - The anticrossing phenomenon occurs whenever two levels a ) and b ), with unperturbed energies Ea and Eb, of an atom or a molecule are brought into near coincidence by applying a magnetic field, provided that they are coupled by some interaction V = ~a~~J~b~.In the vicinity of the crossing point, the eigenvalues E+ and E-of the total Hamiltonian repel one other and the associated eigenfunctions I + ) and I -) are mixtures a ) and b ). This produces an equalization of the populations of I a) and I b &#x3E; at the avoided crossing point if some steady state excitation mechanism produces a difference between the populations of a ) and b )~. This resonant-like variation of population may be observed by monitoring separately the intensity (and/or polarization) of the light emitted by a ) and b ). This phenomenon was observed for the first time on the sublevels of the 2 2p manifold of Li [ 1 ] . The coupling was due to the hyperfine interaction. Since then, several other experiments have been carried out in which ~ was due to an electric field connecting two opposite parity levels [2] , and more recently to a fine or hyperfine interaction connecting singlet and triplet levels of helium-like systems [3] . This last kind of experiment has led to the relaxation studies which follow.
We would like to mention from the onset that experiments of magnetic or electric resonance can be (*) Laboratoire associe au Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. considered as anticrossing experiments in the space of atom + quantized radiofrequency field [4] [3] . In this case V, the spin orbit coupling, is roughly 100 times larger than the radiative decay term ~F, so that the influence of liT in (3) on the linewidth is only 10-4. When one increases the pressure to a few times 10-1 torr, T is shortened by collisions by a factor of two or three [5] [3] in which the five Zeeman sublevels of the D levels are replaced by two.
We make the following assumptions on the collision process, whose validity in our experimental case will be discussed in a forthcoming detailed paper. These combinations are analogous to, but different from the expressions (4). In (4) all x and x' are consistently equal to a and/or b, whereas in (7) there are mixed expressions corresponding to the populations of a 2013 ~ and b + ), and to the coherence between them. Eliminating in (1') (with dp/dt = 0) the matrix elements of p corresponding to the non anticrossing states a + ) and b -), one obtains (with V real) :
with ~ = nx y//~. The first three equations (8) 
